AVR IO Designer
Description and Overview
AVR IO Designer is a tool to aid in the development of software for Atmel AVR
processors. It is an attempt to bridge the gap between hardware design and
software design. Schematic and PCB layout programs connect external devices
to the pins of your processor. AVR IO Designer helps to establish and initialize
the environment that connects those pins to your C/C++ software. AVR IO
Designer presents all the AVR registers’ bits as leaf nodes in a visual and
interactive tree view where their values can be changed to establish the initial
environment for software development. The intermediate level nodes of the tree
represent functional modules that organize and present the register and bit data
in a higher-level format that is easier to understand and manipulate. In most
cases the user should be able to control a module’s functionality without ever
being concerned with individual lower-level registers and bits.
The PACKAGE module of AVR IO Designer helps manage the complexity
caused by pins serving multiple functions and helps track and record the choices
made. This functionality can be used during the hardware design stage to map
out the desired functionality and manage the use of functions which are mutually
exclusive due to pin sharing. Variables in AVR IO Designer create names for
PORT pin connections that can be referenced as program variables.
TIMER_COUNTER module in AVR IO Designer provides an interactive user
interface to help demystify the parameters in setting up AVR timers. The
EXTERNAL_INTERRUPT section helps manage the INT and PCINT pin change
interrupts. Similar high-level support is also provided for WATCHDOG, JTAG,
SPI, TWI, UART and USART modules.
Having created a desired initial state for the processor and its functionality, you
the use the AVR IO Designer to emit code to user-specified files to define
structures for register access and initialize the system state as specified. While
this process is most interesting for creating an initial state, it is possible with
multiple AVR IO Designer files to emit code to create multiple different states
and invoke that code at desired points in your program to initialize only specific
portions of the processor state.
AVR IO Designer also comes with a set of C/C++ Super Headers that can be
an aid to simplify access to AVR registers and can improve portability between
AVR devices. With the standard system headers you reference a register by
name and create a mask with a pin number by name. With Super Headers you
merely read from or assign to the bit using a name that incorporates the register
information. Thus if the register name changes between processors your source

code need not change. Super Headers also provide convenient definitions for
accessing multi-bit fields in system registers.

Disclaimer
This program is provided by Scott Ferguson and Forest Moon Productions as
freeware as a public service, free of charge. If you use it, you assume
responsibility for any and all outcomes of that use. You may not sell the package
or include it in any other package without my written consent.
AVR IO Designer will continue to be a work in progress as new features are
added and problems resolved. It is being developed with GCC (the Gnu C
Compiler) as the intended target, but feedback regarding it’s usage with other
compilers is welcomed.
Comments, questions, bug reports and suggestions are encouraged.
Contact me at http://www.ForestMoon.com/Software.

System Requirements and Installation
This program should install and operate properly on any Windows operating
system supporting the latest version of the Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0.
Application installation for AVR IO Designer can be accomplished at
http://www.ForestMoon.com/Software.

The Tree View

AVR IO Designer presents the IO module of the selected device in an
expandable tree view hierarchy of registers and bits that should appear familiar
to users of AVR Studio. In general you navigate within the Tree View using the
Property Grid on the right to set the register and bit values you want and then
Emit Code to write those values as C/C++ code that can be included in your
project source code. AVR IO Designer attempts to reduce the need to reference
the device specification by presenting these settings in an interactive way that
reduces confusion over what certain values mean. The name of the selected tree
node and a brief description often display in the Tree Node Desription Pane in
the lower right of the application window. The green arrows on the toolbar can be
used to navigate back and forth thru the recently visited Tree View nodes.
All modifiable registers can be set and emitted to the code file. AVR IO Designer
provides higher-level support for most of the AVR functional modules, as
discussed in separate sections of this manual.

Show Modified
Right click on a tree node and select the Show Modified command to collapse
that portion of the tree and re-expand to show only those items that are not in
their default state.

Reset to Defaults
Right click on a tree node and select the Reset to Defaults command to reset all
bits in that portion of the tree to their default state.

Toolbar

The diagram above lists the toolbar buttons which can be used to invoke many of
the commands described in the remainder of the document.

The Property Grid
The Property Grid residing in the upper right portion of the window allows
interaction with the properties of the item selected in the Tree View. The F6 key
will toggle the keyboard focus between the Tree View and the Property Grid. The
up and down arrow keys can be used to navigate in the Property Grid while the
left and right arrow keys and enter key can also be used to expand and collapse
groups. Merely typing begins replacing the property value, while the F4 key
invokes the editor for the property, which may involve activating a drop-down list
of choices. Dropdowns may also be activated by selecting the property and
clicking on the dropdown button with the mouse. The selected property name
and a brief description often display in the area just below the grid.

Engineering, Hex and Units Notation and Expression Evaluation
The view menu and the toolbar allow you to change the way values are displayed
in the Property Grid. Engineering Notation displays floating point values with
exponents restricted to multiples of three. Hexadecimal Notation can be toggled
for the display of integer values. Units Notation causes some values to display

with units such as KHz, MHz or msec. Values can also be entered with
appropriate units specified. Text entered for numeric values can also include
expressions that include functions such as $pi(), $cos(), etc. The variable
F_CPU can also be used to represent the CPU clock frequency specified in the
Project Options. When combining expressions and units, the units specified
must appear at the very end of the value.

Pin Links
The area just to the right of the Tree View and below the Property Grid contains a
list of links. These links will take you from a pin in the PACKAGE module to
another supported module in the tree that has an interest in that pin, or from one
of those modules back to the pins it references.

Project Options

The label for the root item in the tree view shows the name of the select device.
Selecting that item shows the project options in the Property Grid:
• DeviceName is the name of the currently selected device. Changing the
device will attempt to transfer the existing data to the new device. A Load
Report window will display any issues that arise due to functionality
differences between the original and target devices.
• The CPU frequency is specified in Hz and is used elsewhere, for
example, by the Timer/Counter interface.
• The IC Package type may also be specified, if there are multiple options
available.
• Sort Pins by specifies the sort order for pins in the PACKAGE module.
You can also set the sort order using a context menu by right-clicking in
the Tree View.
• Output options for Emitting Code are also specified in the Project
Options.

PACKAGE Module

The PACKAGE module displays the pins and their functions for the package
currently selected in the Project Options. Pins such as VCC and GND that are
not interesting to the initialization process are omitted. From package to package
the number of pins may change. Some functions may be on one package and
not another. And a pin and its functions may change its number. But the
functions that are grouped together on a pin will remain the same for a given
device. Pins set to other than “Unused” appear in bold type. The selected pin’s
function can be set in the Property Grid. Clicking the pin icon in the Tree View will
also cycle the pin thru its possible functions.
Setting the pin functions for your device can be a good place to begin developing
a new project. The pin functions, their related PORT bits and associated module
settings are often very interconnected. Setting a pin function that has a related
PORT bit will create a placeholder Variable there. It may also trigger activity in a
related module with dependencies on that pin. For example, setting an Output
Compare function for a pin will also mark it as reserved in the corresponding
TIMER_COUNTER module. Likewise, marking an Output Compare pin as
reserved in a TIMER_COUNTER module will set the Output Compare function
for the pin, which will also create a placeholder PORT Variable. Using the Pin
Links you can easily navigate between the modules and variables that use a
given pin.

Registers and Bits
At the lowest levels of the Tree View hierarchy are the actual registers and bit
values that will be represented in the initialization code. Register nodes allow the
bits of register to be changed together as a single value in the Property Grid. Bits
can be in their default state (either cleared or set), in a read only state (cleared or
set) or in a modified state (cleared or set). The icons for these states are shown
in the following table:

State

Clear

Set

Default
Read Only
Modified
Read only bits cannot be changed. Clicking the icon for other bits will cycle them
into and between the modified clear and set states. To return a bit to the default
state you must select the bit and set it using the property grid.
The distinction between the default and modified states is important.
Leaving a bit in its default state generally indicates that you do not care what its
setting is or, at the very least, that the default setting is fine. Defaulted bits will
not generally be considered for output to the emitted code. Modifying a bit means
you care about its value and general causes it to be emitted in the initialization
code even if the modified value is the same as the default value. (Options
modifying this behavior are described in the section on Emitting Code.) If you
don’t want a modified bit affecting the emitted code, set it back to its default state.
Generally, you want the emitted code to contain initialization only for the registers
you’re interested in.

PORT Bits

PORT bits in a PORT group display the Pullup Enabled or Disabled function of
the pin if it has been set as an input bit. As an output bit it sets the initial value.
You can use the Variables at the PORT level to more conveniently manipulate
port bits, especially when grouped as multi-bit variables.

DDR Bits

DDR (data direction register) bits in a PORT group display the Input or Output
state of the pin in the Property Grid.

Variables

The PORT modules provide a mechanism for mapping user-defined variable
names to multi-bit fields across the PORT, DDR and PIN registers. The Name
must be a valid C language identifier. The possible Type values are Unused,
Input, Input with pullups or Output. The available Type values may be
constrained by the function assigned to the pin associated with the PORT bit.
The properties available for a variable depend upon the Type. Output variables,
for example, can also specify an initial Value. Variable definitions are emitted to
the header file and can be used to access the IO functionality of the assigned
bits. Variables (without I/O implications) can also be defined for GPIOR (General
Purpose IO Registers) as this can be a convenient place to store scratch flags
and multi-bit variables.
Note: Setting a PACKAGE pin function will reserve a one-bit variable on that
PORT pin to record and document its function, reminding you not to try to use the
variable or pin for other purposes.

The emitted header will contain several definitions for each variable to access its
various functions. For the variable LED0to3 shown above, you will see the
following defined:
LED0to3_PORT
LED0to3_PIN
LED0to3_DDR
LED0to3
LED0to3_TOGGLE
LED0to3_DIR
LED0to3_MASK
LED0to3_SHIFT

-

access to the variable’s PORT register
access to the variable’s PIN register
access to the variable’s DDR register
access directly to the variable’s bits
toggle the (Output) variable’s bits
access the variables DDR bits
a mask for the variable’s register bits
a shift count for the register bits

In most cases only the simple variable name (LED0to3) will be of interest to read
and write the bits of the variable directly from and to the register. The _TOGGLE
definition for Output variables uses the PIN port functionality to toggle set bits.
For input variables a _PULLUP name is defined for changing the pullup state.
The other defines are available for advanced use, just in case. You can use all of
these defined names knowing that even if you move the variable to a different
PORT you will not need to change your source code.
A C structure is defined for all the variables sharing a register. If a single
variable uses all the bits of a register this structure is not necessary. This
structure can be used for advanced purposes, such as the declaration of
variables used to construct and buffer values to be assigned to the register at
some later time.

TIMER_COUNTER Modules

AVR IO Designer has significant support for the majority of AVR Timer/Counter
modules. The interactions between the various settings are complex and highly
interactive. The values in the bits that make up one field often change meaning
with the value of another field. The Property Grid displays those fields in a way
that hopefully hides some of that complexity.
The Timer/Counter module also presents some abstractions such as Counter
Frequency and Period, Seconds per Count and Counts per Second that
attempt to set the timer fields based on your input objectives, without making you
use a calculator.
•

Seconds per Count is the time between counter ticks and is dependent
only upon the Clock Select value and the processor clock frequency.
Since so few values are possible, a dropdown list is available listing and

•
•

•
•

letting you pick from those values. Changing the value will chose a Clock
Select setting which achieves a resolution closest to the specified value.
Counts per Second is simply the inverse of Seconds per Count.
Counter Frequency is the number of cycles per second the counter as a
whole will achieve and is dependent upon the Waveform Generation
Mode, Clock Select, and possibly the Output Compare Register A or the
Input Capture Register, depending upon the TOP value specified by the
mode. Changing the value will chose a Clock Select and set the register,
as applicable, to achieve the frequency closest to the value specified
given the current mode. Note that this is the frequency of the counter
which may differ from the frequency of the waveform on an Output
Compare pin, which is dependent on the Compare Output Mode. For
Phase-Correct PWM modes, the combination of the UP and DOWN count
is considered one cycle.
Counter Period is simply the inverse of the Counter Frequency.
Time, a property listed for the Input Capture and Output Compare
registers, is simply that register multiplied by the timer’s ‘Seconds per
Count’. The semantics of this value depend upon the timer’s various
modes, but it can be useful, for example, in specifying the pulse width for
a given signal.

The final result achieved when setting these values may be quite different than
the input value, given the granularity of the possible values. Which Timer/Counter
properties are available will vary based on the timer module and the processor
device selected.
Definitions for the timer’s clock Divisor and the CountsPerSecond are included in
the emitted header for later use in your code.
Pins associated with the Timer/Counter such as Input Capture Pins or Output
Compare Pins, are listed in the Pin Links where they will take you to the
associated pin in the PACKAGE module. You will also see options to reserve
these pins for timer use, which will change their pin functions and also reserve
PORT Variables for their use.

USART and UART Modules

AVR IO Designer supports the AVR USART and UART modules. Pins
associated with the module are listed in the Pin Links where they will take you to
the associated pin in the PACKAGE module. Enabling the receiver or
Transmitter will automatically set the associated RXD or TXD pin function, and
vice versa. Likewise, setting a synchronous or Master SPI mode will set the XCK
(external clock) pin function.
When setting the Baud Rate Register value the dropdown lists common baud
rates, the register value which comes closest to setting that rate and the percent
error between the actual and desired rates.

TWI Module

AVR IO Designer supports the AVR TWI (two-wire, a.k.a. I2C, interface)
modules. Pins associated with the module are listed in the Pin Links where they
will take you to the associated pin in the PACKAGE module. Enabling the
interface (using the TWI Enable property) will automatically set the SCL and SDA
pin functions, and vice versa.
SCL Clock Frequency is the communication bit rate and the frequency of the
clock on the SCL pin. Changing the SCL Clock Frequency value will chose a Bit
Rate Register value and a Bit Rate Prescaler value, if present, to achieve the
frequency closest to the value specified given the CPU clock frequency.

SPI Module

AVR IO Designer supports the AVR SPI modules. Pins associated with the
module are listed in the Pin Links where they will take you to the associated pin
in the PACKAGE module. Enabling the SPI module will automatically set the
SCK, MISO, MOSI and SS pin functions, and vice versa.

When setting the Clock Rate Select value the dropdown lists the bit rate resulting
from each clock divisor.

EXTERNAL_INTERRUPT Module

The EXTERNAL_INTERRUPT Module provides control over the INT and PCINT
interrupts. Interrupts can be enabled and disabled. Meaningful enumerations are
also used for specifying Interrupt Sense Control, the type of signal that will
generate an INT interrupt. Setting an interrupt enable will reserve the associated
pin for INT/PCINT function if the pin is 'Unused'. Setting an INT/PCINT pin to
'Unused' disables the associated interrupt.

WATCHDOG Module

The WATCHDOG Module supports enabling the watchdog interrupts and setting
of the timeout value. The timeout values listed are, per the specifications, typical
at 5v and may vary greatly depending upon the part and the operating conditions.
Note that the code emitted for the watchdog control register is reliable only when
invoked while interrupts are disabled. This is because there is no compilerindependent mechanism for enabling and disabling interrupts. This should not be
a problem in initialization scenarios where interrupts are typically disabled
anyway.

JTAG Module
The JTAG module controls the enabling of the JTAG functionality. It also ties that
enabling with reserving the associated pins for use with JTAG.

ANALOG_COMPARATOR Module
The ANALOG_COMPARATOR module controls the interrupts serviced by the
analog comparator as well as what inputs are to be applied to its positive and
negative inputs. Support for this module does not include automatic interaction
with pins in the PACKAGE module. These must be set manually to correspond to
selections made in the ANALOG_COMPARATOR and related bit settings in the
AD_CONVERTER when using pin multiplexing, for example.

Emitting code
The Emit Code command on the File menu and the toolbar ( ) causes AVR IO
Designer to write to two files:
•
•

An Output Code File where actual initialization code is placed.
An Output Header File where variable definitions are placed.

The locations of these files are specified in the Project Options. You can specify
the names of new files to have the code written to separate files to be included in
your main source files. Or you can specify the names of your existing main
source files to have the code written directly into them. For each file:
•
•

•

If the file does not exist it will be created and a block of code will be
written to the file with marker comments at the beginning and end of the
block.
If the file already exists, but no marker comments are found, the block
will be written at the end of the file. In that case – usually only the first time
you emit code -- you will want to move that block to a more appropriate
location in your code.
If the marker comments are found in an existing file, that block will be
replaced with the new one.

Ordinarily, AVR IO Designer would emit code only for the bits in a modified
state. (See Registers and Bits.) Bits left in the default state, or returned to the
default state, are not emitted. Two Project Options alter that behavior slightly
and provide control of optimizations available for the code emitted:
•

Assume Default State allows the initialization code to assume that bits in
registers have their initial, default values. Initialization code can then be
avoided when modified bits have the same value as the default state. You
would not use this option when the emitted code cannot assume the state
of the registers.

•

Write Unmodified Bits allows the initialization code to assume that it can
write default values for unmodified bits when writing other modified bits in
the same register. This option allows for more optimized code to be
emitted, but assumes the initialization code has responsibility for all
functions in the register. You would not use this option if previous code
might have modified other bits in the same register.

Both options are set by default in a new AVR IO Designer project, assuming you
are using the code to initialize the processor from a clean initial state. Thru
proper manipulation of these options you could use AVR IO Designer to create
initialization code for an independent subroutine that cannot assume anything
about the inherited state of the processor and precisely set only those bits in
those registers essential to the function of the routine.
The Project Options also include a setting to control how unused PORT pins are
initialized. The default setting for a new project of Input is the same as the
default state of PORT pins and does nothing. You may use this option to set all
unused pins as Input with pullup, Output set High, or Output Set Low. This
can be used to achieve certain objectives relating to power consumption or signal
stability, etc.

Super Headers
The AVR IO Designer Super Headers define structures, enum data types and
accessors you can use to simplify access to individual bits and bit fields in the
system registers. For example, rather than writing
TCCR1B |= ((1<<CS10)|(0<<CS11)|(1<<CS12));
you can write
_CS1 = CS1_CS_DIV_1024;
which is not only simpler but conveys more meaning. Super Header accessors
also have greater potential for source-level portability between AVR devices
since the register name, bits and value definitions are encapsulated in the
device-specific header file and NOT in your code. Super Header accessors are
grouped by module and defined in roughly the same order as they appear in the
user interface. Code Snippets provide a convenient way to use the Super
Header constructs and demonstrate their use.
The Super Headers are installed in a subdirectory of the directory you specified
for installation of the application. You need to specify this directory in your
projects as a directory to be searched for header files. Include the
“SuperHeader.h” file in your source and it will automatically include the devicespecific Super Header for the processor defined in your build process. These
headers require the standard system headers and supplement their usage. To

view the Super Header file for the current AVR device, use the View/Super
Header menu command or the toolbar button ( ). As a side-effect, this puts the
full path name of the Super Header file on the status bar where it can be copied
to the clipboard using the Copy button on the toolbar.

Code Snippets
A Code Snippet is a line of code which you can paste into your source code. It
references the AVR IO Designer Super Headers and represents the code
required to set bits in system registers to achieve some function for a module.
When the property for such a function is selected in the Property Grid the code
snippet is displayed in the status bar across the bottom of the window. The
snippet can be copied to the clipboard either by clicking the Copy button on the
toolbar ( ) or by right-clicking the status bar and selecting ‘Copy’ from the popup context menu.
Code snippets come in five basic forms, depending on the structure of the
function being set, and demonstrate the various ways to use the SuperHeader
constructs:
• Bit - A single bit. Assignment simply uses a bit accessor defined by the
Super Header. The name of the accessor is the familiar bit name prefixed
with an underscore to disambiguate it from definitions in the standard
header files. An enum typedef defined by the Super Header may be used
to represent the value being assigned.
• Field - A set of consecutive bits in a single register. Assignment uses a
structure to access the bits in a single operation. The name of the
accessor is defined in the Super Header and generally derived from the
associated bit names, with an underscore prefix. An enum typedef defined
by the Super Header may be used to represent the value being assigned.
Some fields have values that change meaning as other values in the
system change. An enum type would be meaningless and thus is not
defined in these cases. Some enum types are constant and are defined at
the head of the file with a common name. Some enum types can vary from
one module to the next and are declared before the accessor that would
use it and given a name prefixed with that accessor to disambiguate it
from the other instances.
• Aggregate - A set of bits either non-consecutive or spanning multiple
registers. Setting such values requires bit-level operations. The code
snippet uses register names defined by the standard header files and is
optimized for the constant value involved. The Super Header files also
define get and set functions for getting these values and for setting them
to non-constant values.
• Register - A whole register. The code snippet uses register names
defined by the standard header files.
• Register Pair - Two registers that form a logical value and CAN be
accessed with a WORD operation. The code snippet uses the word
register name defined by the standard header files.

•

Register Doublet - Two registers that form a logical value and CANNOT
be accessed with a WORD operation. The code snippet uses the byte
register names defined by the standard header files.
The code snippet terminates with a comment to help clarify the intent of the
assignment. The code snippet never assumes anything about the prior state of
the bits or registers involved and will set all bits involved.

Supported Processors
AVR IO Designer support is essentially those processors supported by the latest
versions of both the AVR Studio and the GCC Compiler. This includes:
at90can128
at90can32
at90can64
at90pwm2
at90pwm216
at90pwm2B
at90pwm3
at90pwm316
at90pwm3B
at90s2313
at90s2323
at90s2343
at90s4414
at90s4433
at90s4434
at90s8515
at90s8535
at90usb1286
at90usb1287
at90usb162
at90usb646
at90usb647
at90usb82
atmega103
atmega128
atmega1280

atmega1281
atmega16
atmega161
atmega162
atmega163
atmega164p
atmega165
atmega165p
atmega168
atmega168p
atmega169
atmega169p
atmega2560
atmega2561
atmega32
atmega323
atmega324p
atmega325
atmega3250
atmega3250p
atmega329
atmega3290
atmega3290p
atmega406
atmega48
atmega48p

atmega64
atmega640
atmega644
atmega644p
atmega645
atmega6450
atmega649
atmega6490
atmega8
atmega8515
atmega8535
atmega88
atmega88p
attiny13
attiny22
attiny2313
attiny24
attiny25
attiny26
attiny261
attiny44
attiny45
attiny461
attiny84
attiny85
attiny861

Sample Program
A Samples directory installed with the application contains a sample for the
STK500 development kit assuming an ATmega32 processor. You can determine
from the PACKAGE pins and PORT Variables how connections are made to the
board’s LEDs and buttons. Timer 0 is setup with an interrupt to increase a 4-bit
count displayed in four LEDs. Timer 1 is setup to generate R/C compatible
waveforms of 1.5 ms and 2 ms pulse duration on the OC1A & B pins. Button 0 is

setup with an INT interrupt to capture the counting four LEDs to another set of
four LEDs.

Change History
Version 2.0.11 – February 29, 2008
•
•
•

Fixed: problem selecting variables in Property Grid
Added: DIP package for ATmega164P/324P/644P
Added: allow ‘baud’ units (and expressions) in custom entry for USART
BRR

Version 2.0.10 – February 28, 2008
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fixed: pins not sorted on project file load
Fixed: units supplied without exponent specifier was rejected
Added: allow units to be abbreviated to first letter (e.g. msec -> ms)
Added: allow exponent specifier without units (e.g. msec -> m)
Added: generate Super Header Set and Get functions for aggregate
bitfields
Fixed: many errors in Atmel part files WRT register and bit names

Version 2.0.9 – February 25, 2008
•
•
•
•

Fixed: Atmel part files for ATmega164P/324P have invalid register names
(with erroneous ‘0’ suffix)
Fixed: Atmel part files for ATmega32/323/406 have no JTAG module, but
do support JTAG
Changed: File/New now results in having NO device selected
Added: units display in Property Grid with control on menu and toolbar
o sec, msec, usec, nsec
o MHz, KHz, Hz

Version 2.0.7/8
•

Fixed: Misc. issues

Version 2.0.6 – February 12, 2008
•
•

Added: Code Snippets
Added: Show Super Header

Version 2.0.5 – February 12, 2008
•
•
•
•

Added: Emit Project Options to code file as comments
Added: Hex and Engineering notation now effect values in comments
emitted to the code file
Added: More enum typedefs in Super Headers.
Added: Property Grid help description reference for bit, bit field, register
and register pair names to show relationship between code and a module
property.

Version 2.0.4 – February 9, 2008
•

Changed: Restructured SuperHeader files - multi-bit fields only for
BitFields from supported modules; comments added for known module
fields; enum types defined for multi-bit fields

Version 2.0.2 – February 8, 2008
•
•
•
•

Added: ANALOG_COMPARATOR support
Changed: No longer redundantly persisting individual Bits when they are
already represented by BitFields
Fixed: Added registers to modules that were omitted by Atmel part files
Fixed: ‘Reset to Defaults’ for USART would leave UCSZ bit2 in nondefault (but clear) state

Version 2.0.1 – February 7, 2008
•
•
•
•

Fixed: Recent file list should be case insensitive.
Fixed: Register comment without name emitted bad #define for name
Fixed: ‘Reset to Defaults’ operation caused loss of emitted code
Fixed: On exit a failure in saving changes failed to abort exit.

Version 2.0.0 – January 30, 2008
•

Bug fixes.

Version 1.0.12 & 13 – January 6, 2008
•

Major re-architecting and various bug fixes.

Version 1.0.11 – December 19, 2007
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fixed: loading GPIOR variable
Fixed: Loading legacy PORT variable; sync PORT pin reservation with
variable
Added: EXTERNAL_INTERRUPT interrupt enables interact with
PACKAGE pins:
o interrupt enable will reserve the associated pin for INT/PCINT
function if the pin is 'Unused'
o setting an INT/PCINT pin to 'Unused' disables the associated
interrupt
Added: clicking pin icon in tree cycles thru pin functions
Added: live re-sort of pins as functions change
Added: pin sort command to tree context menu
Added: pin sort option saved with Project Options
Fixed: pin links didn't work when pins sorted by other than pin number
Changed: when enabling SPI and the Master/Slave Mode is in the default
(Slave Mode) state, set to Master Mode to avoid forcing the SS pin that is
required in Slave Mode

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Added: Time property for Output Compare Registers and Input Capture
Registers in TIMER_COUNTER which is the value of the register
multiplied by the timer's Seconds per Count
Changed: AID file format
Added: selecting device attempts to reload current data, displaying a Load
Report in a separate window
Changed: Moved device selection to Project Options
Changed: discontinued support for Atmega16HVA until specifications are
available
Fixed: many Atmel part description errors
Changed: Device/Reload menu command moved to File/Reload

Version 1.0.10 – November 28, 2007
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Added: a “Custom...” entry in the dropdown for setting the Baud Rate
Register value
Added: support for new devices in AVR Studio update, SP1 (build 557):
o
at90pwm216
o
at90pwm316
o
at90usb82
o
atmega328p
o
atmega16hva
Fixed: AT90USB162 has no PORTC bit 3, which screws up variables, etc.
Changed: a Device/Select command now behaves like a File/New
operation (i.e. discard current file association)
Added: support for JTAG module
Changed: the extension added to backup files when emitting source and
header files
Added: set default code emission output filenames based on project name
if blank when saving project
Changed: PORT variables interact to (un)reserve associated pins
Changed: Variable Type constrained based on pin function
Changed: AT90USB* pin names SCK and SCLK swapped so SPI can use
SCK consistently across all parts

Version 1.0.9 – May 27, 2007
•
•
•

Added: support for SPI modules
Added: support for WATCHDOG modules
Change: changed USART module representation of CPOL (clock polarity)
and CPHA (clock phase) in Master SPI mode, combining them to be
consistent with SPI Mode representation in the new SPI module support

Version 1.0.8 – April 13, 2007
•

Added: support for TWI modules

•

Fix: problem with AT90PWM2/2B/3/3B devices due to missing address
values for ACSR register in Atmel part description files

Version 1.0.7 – April 10, 2007
•
•
•
•
•

Added: emit #define for TIMER_COUNTER period and Seconds Per
Count in various time units, e.g. msPerCount, usPerCount, msPeriod,
usPeriod, etc.
Added: user-specified general name and comment for
TIMER_COUNTER, used for emitted #defines for timer characteristics
Added: user-specified variable name and comment for registers
Added: allow assigning user-specified variable name and comment for
OCR and ICR registers in TIMER_COUNTER module
Fix: prevent duplicate Pin Links

Version 1.0.6 – April 1, 2007
•
•

Added: an "Unused" state for pins as default so port pin usage can be
visualized in BOLD (Unused is the non-BOLD default state)
Fix: some registers that looked like pairs were being emitted as 16-bit
accesses even though their addresses were not adjacent

Version 1.0.5 – March 31, 2007
•
•
•

Added: support for USART and UART modules
Fix: allow lower case 'e' as exponent specifier
Fix: problem during save when emit files were not set

